
Faculty of Agricultural, Life and 
Environmental Sciences 52

Dietetic Internship 38

Nutrition 14

Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry 268

Dental Hygiene 41

Dentistry 30

Medical Laboratory Sciences 28

Medicine 159

Radiation Therapy 10

Faculty of Nursing 231

After Degree 65

Augustana 15

Bilingual 16

Collaborative 135

Faculty of Pharmacy and 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 134

Faculty of Physical Education 
and Recreation 19

Kinesiology 6

Faculty of Rehabilitation 
Medicine 238

Occupational Therapy 95

Physical Therapy 85

Speech-Language Pathology 58

2016 INTERPROFESSIONAL PATHWAY LAUNCH 

Students from different health science programs start working with each other 
from the very beginning of their program. The Interprofessional Pathway (IP) 
Launch focuses on developing skills and relationships that will support them 
through their education and into the practice setting. Learning is scaffolded on 
our Interprofessional Competency Framework. 

18 
Patient Mentors

15
Regulatory Bodies

32
Faculty Facilitators

Introduction 20 min

Case Study 45 min

Regulatory Bodies 35 min

Patient Mentors 35 min

Debrief 15 min

Wrap up 15 min

Introduction establishes common understanding of the philosophy, language 
and expectations of Interprofessional education (IPE)

work through clinical case studies

discussion stations hosted by regulatory bodies and patient mentors

Student teams complete passport, Facilitators lead debrief of student learning

In the wrap up, teams are awarded prizes based on engagement 

Student teams explore collaborative practice through experiential learning 
components: 

942  
students

EVENT FLOW

PARTNERS

A THREE HOUR SESSION  
DELIVERED IN THE 1ST MONTH 
OF THE 1ST YEAR



2016 INTERPROFESSIONAL PATHWAY LAUNCH 

Wrap Up Case Study Regulatory Bodies Patient Mentor

This whole IP launch was 100x 
better than I expected. It was 
an amazing, eye opening 
experience. Thank you for 
putting this together!

I look forward to 
experiencing  
collaboration in 
 the field!

Keep an open mind when 
talking to other HCP’s and 
remember that your interest  
is always in the patients, not 
 in the profession.

If we build these connections 
now, we can learn to work 
together better in our future 
which is so vital to our 
patients’ care.

This was a really great 
experience to understand the 
potential the healthcare team 
can have if we fully utilize the 
abilities of other professions.

I wish there would be more IP 
launch opportunities throughout 
the year for more practice.

Loved being able to work in a 
positive team environment rather 
than a competitive atmosphere.

I loved talking to the patient – it 
taught me a lot and inspired me 
to be a better professional.

This gave me a taste of 
what the other end will 
be like as I progress in 
my career.

It was a great experience 
today, and a really nice 
introduction to other health 
care professions as we all 
start our studies.

Today was a fantastic day and I had an 
amazing experience. I enjoyed the group I 
worked with and gained new perspective on 
different aspects of health care.

STUDENT FEEDBACK


